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It’s official: Supermarkets are the most trusted
brands in Australia

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

During the depths of the COVID pandemic, who did Australians trust the most? And more
importantly, who did they distrust?
Roy Morgan data scientists analysed nominations from more than 10,000 Australians to identify the
nation’s 10 most trusted brands, and 10 most distrusted brands.
The Roy Morgan Risk Report: COVID Issue reveals that the winners list is dominated by
supermarkets, perhaps unsurprisingly given their essential role during the COVID health crisis.
For the first time the two major supermarket brands, Woolworths and Coles, took top spots on the list
of most trusted brands in the country, pushing Bunnings and ALDI down to third and fourth.
According to Roy Morgan CEO Michele Levine, Coles continues its rapid rise up the trust league
ladder, “In May last year we reported that Coles was the fastest mover, lifting three rankings. During
the depths of COVID, our data collected between April and September 2020 reveals that Coles
jumped another two rank ings to be neck and neck with Woolworths in the top two positions.”
Given a reliance on technology during COVID lockdown it is also unsurprising that for the first time
Apple and Microsoft entered the top-10 most trusted list.
For the first time there were no banks or financial institutions in the top-10 trusted list.
The Roy Morgan Risk Report: COVID Issue also reveals the top-10 list of Australia’s most distrusted
brands highlighting the impact of Rio Tinto’s decision to destroy the 46,000-year-old Juukan Gorge
indigenous heritage site, with the mining company leaping into the top-10 – ranking as more distrusted
than Huawei and Google.
NAB was a big improver on the distrust ladder dropping well out of the top-10 most distrusted brands.
What does this data tell us about 2021? Ms Levine says, “Distrust remains the number one risk factor
for the nation’s companies because it is the toxic element in brand equity: trust is a brand asset while
distrust is a brand liability.
“It’s clear, then, that distrust should be on the risk register of every publicly listed company in Australia.
Why isn’t it? Because until Roy Morgan’s data scientists identified the toxic nature of distrust, no-one
was measuring it.
“After more than 30 waves of research, Roy Morgan continues to measure and track distrust as well
as trust, publishing key results in the Roy Morgan Risk Report providing essential risk metrics to
corporate leaders who understand the corrosive threat that distrust represents.”
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The top-10 most trusted and distrusted brands in Australia during COVID

The Roy Morgan Risk Monitor surveys approximately 2,000 Australians every month to measure
levels of trust and distrust in more than 800 brands across 25 industry sectors. Respondents
are asked which brands and companies they trust, and why, and which brand and companies
they distrust, and why. The survey is specially designed to be open-ended and context-free, i.e.,
unprompted.
Roy Morgan Risk Monitor data is made available in a variety of formats, from snapshot overviews
to detailed tracking of individual brands and their competitors.
To learn more call (+61) (3) 9224 5309 or email askroymorgan@roymorgan.com.
View the Risk Report.

About Roy Morgan
Roy Morgan is the source of the most comprehensive data on Australians’ behaviour and attitudes,
surveying 1,000 people in a continuous cycle that has been running for two decades. The company has
more than 75 years’ experience collecting objective, independent information.
Margin of Error
The margin of error to be allowed for in any estimate depends mainly on the number of interviews on
which it is based. Margin of error gives indications of the likely range within which estimates would be
95% likely to fall, expressed as the number of percentage points above or below the actual estimate.
Allowance for design effects (such as stratification and weighting) should be made as appropriate.
Sample Size
1,000
2,000

Percentage Estimate
40%-60%
±3.0
±2.2

25% or 75%
±2.7
±1.9

10% or 90%
±1.9
±1.3

5% or 95%
±1.3
±1.0

